
With the expansion of web-based computing there is
a greater need to be able to locate and communicate
in a distributed environment. Directory services

are one way to make enterprise systems easier to configure,
manage and use. A directory service can be used to store
common information about users in a network, store config-
uration information for multiple servers in a network, and
store information to help clients find servers in the network.
Directory servers are even being used to solve single sign-on
problems across a network of commonly configured web
servers, possibly running on different platforms.

The IBM OS/390 Security Server now includes a directory
server, which provides a generalized Directory Service that is

accessible using Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP). The OS/390 LDAP server uses DB2 on OS/390 to
provide a highly available Directory Service. This article
examines the main steps involved in getting the LDAP server
up and running on OS/390. Once the server is functioning, it
can be used to simplify administration and management of
directory-exploiting applications. 

WHAT IS A DIRECTORY?

A directory is a repository of information. Directories are
used for storing configuration data for other servers and
programs as well as organizational information about people
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and groups in an enterprise. Systems management applications can
store information related to the set of hardware and software
installed on systems in a directory.

To use the Directory Service, the LDAP server must be installed,
configured and loaded with an initial set of information. The steps
to perform this set up are documented in the OS/390 V2R8.0
Security Server LDAP Server Administration and Usage Guide
(SC24-5861-04). In addition, a sample server configuration is also
provided to help describe the steps necessary to get the LDAP server
running on OS/390.

In this article, the high-level qualifier for the LDAP Server
partitioned data sets (PDSes) is assumed to be LDAP. This means
that PDSes 'LDAP.SGLDLNK', 'LDAP.SGLDEXEC' and 'LDAP.
SGLDSAMP' will be found on the system after the install is
complete. Be sure to consult LDAP APAR II11849 for additional
information regarding the installation, configuration and operation
of the LDAP server.

DB2 REQUIREMENTS

The OS/390 LDAP server uses DB2 for its data storage mechanism.
In order to use the OS/390 LDAP server, DB2 Version 5 must be
installed, configured and operational. The LDAP server uses a set
of tables to store information added to the directory and uses the
DB2 Call Level Interface (CLI).

The LDAP server also makes use of both 4K and 32K buffers. On
many systems, 32K buffers are either not allocated or not established
at a large enough value. As an example, for an LDAP directory
containing 10,000 entries, the number of 32K buffers should be at
least 2000.

In this article, the high-level qualifier for PDSes, which are part
of DB2, is assumed to be DSN510. This means that PDSes
DSN510.SDSNLOAD, DSN510.SDSNDBRM and DSN510.-
SDSNSAMP will be found on the system.

POSSIBLE OPERATING MODES: STARTED TASK OR
UNIX SYSTEM SERVICES (USS) DAEMON

The LDAP server can be run from the USS shell, started via the
USS cron facility, run from TSO or run as a started task. For
production environments, running the LDAP server as a started
task allows monitoring of the LDAP server task using SDSF. For
initial startup of the LDAP server, running from the USS shell pro-
vides the quickest method with the least amount of customization.
Both methods will be discussed in this article.

RUNNING THE LDAP SERVER

To establish the environment for the LDAP server to run, the
following preparation steps must first be performed:

◆ the DB2 plan for the DB2 CLI must be bound to the DB2 instance
◆ a configuration file (called DSNAOINI) for the DB2 CLI must

be defined
◆ a database and tablespaces must be defined to DB2 using SPUFI
◆ the configuration files for the LDAP server must be customized

After these steps are complete, data can be loaded into the
LDAP directory using a utility program called ldif2db, if
desired. The LDAP server can then be started to handle incom-
ing LDAP requests.

BINDING DB2 CLI PLAN TO DB2 AND DEFINING
THE DB2 CLI INITIALIZATION FILE

To use the DB2 CLI, the DB2 plan associated with the DB2 CLI
DLL must be bound to DB2. The job to bind this plan to DB2 is
shipped with DB2 V5 in DSN510. SDSNSAMP(DSNTIJCL). The
DSNTIJCL job must be localized based on the installation of DB2 on
the system. The JCL in Figure 1 represents the DSNTIJCL sample
modified based on the high-level qualifier for DB2 V5 being

DSNTIJCL   JOB MSGCLASS=H
//*********************************************************/
//* JOB NAME = DSNTIJCL */
//* DEPENDENCIES = */
//*  CLI MUST BE INSTALLED */
//*********************************************************/
//JOBLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,   
//             DSN=DSN510.SDSNLOAD   
//BINDCLI  EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=20   
//DBRMLIB  DD DISP=SHR,   
//             DSN=DSN510.SDSNDBRM   
//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*   
//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*   
//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*   
//SYSTSIN  DD  *   
DSN SYSTEM(DSN5)

BIND PACKAGE (DSNAOCLI) MEMBER(DSNCLICS) ISOLATION(CS)   
BIND PACKAGE (DSNAOCLI) MEMBER(DSNCLINC) ISOLATION(NC)
BIND PACKAGE (DSNAOCLI) MEMBER(DSNCLIRR) ISOLATION(RR)
BIND PACKAGE (DSNAOCLI) MEMBER(DSNCLIRS) ISOLATION(RS)
BIND PACKAGE (DSNAOCLI) MEMBER(DSNCLIUR) ISOLATION(UR)
BIND PACKAGE (DSNAOCLI) MEMBER(DSNCLIC1)
BIND PACKAGE (DSNAOCLI) MEMBER(DSNCLIC2)
BIND PACKAGE (DSNAOCLI) MEMBER(DSNCLIF4)
BIND PACKAGE (DSNAOCLI) MEMBER(DSNCLIMS)
BIND PACKAGE (DSNAOCLI) MEMBER(DSNCLIQR)

BIND PLAN(DSNACLI) -
PKLIST(DSNAOCLI.DSNCLICS -

DSNAOCLI.DSNCLINC -
DSNAOCLI.DSNCLIRR -
DSNAOCLI.DSNCLIRS -
DSNAOCLI.DSNCLIUR -
DSNAOCLI.DSNCLIC1 -
DSNAOCLI.DSNCLIC2 -
DSNAOCLI.DSNCLIF4 -
DSNAOCLI.DSNCLIMS -
DSNAOCLI.DSNCLIQR )

END
/*

FIGURE 1: DSNTIJCL SAMPLE 
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DSN510. The underlined words indicate
places where the DSNTIJCL sample was
updated. 

Once the JCL is modified, the DB2 bind
job should be submitted to run in batch.

Examine the output of the job to ensure
that the creation of the plan elements
completed without errors. An excerpt of
the expected, successful output is shown
in Figure 2.

Once the DB2 CLI plan is bound to DB2,
the DB2 initialization file can be set up. Be
sure to define the DB2 CLI initialization file
to be a sequential dataset with fixed record
format and 80-byte logical record length.
Also, ensure that sequence numbers do not
appear in the DB2 CLI initialization file. In
this article, the name of the data set will be
assumed to be 'IBMUSER.LDAPSRV.
DSNAOINI'. A sample of the format of the
DB2 initialization file is shown in Figure 3.
The underlined words in the figure indicate
places where the DB2 CLI initialization file
is specific to the installation of DB2 on the
system. Once the DB2 CLI initialization file
is set up, the DB2 CLI should be usable on
the system. The next step in configuring the
LDAP server is to define the database and
tablespaces for the LDAP server to use.

RUNNING DB2 SPUFI COMMANDS
TO SET UP THE LDAP DATABASE

The LDAP server defines a number of
tables and indexes during operation. The
LDAP server uses four tablespaces in which
to define these tables. There is a set of
SPUFI commands shipped with the LDAP
server that define the database and tablespaces
to be used. This SPUFI can be found in PDS
member 'LDAP.SGLDSAMP(LDAPSPFI)'.
The SPUFI in this PDS member should be
copied into a separate dataset and edited for
the local system. The SPUFI shown in
Figure 4 represents one way to define the
database and tablespaces. The underlined
words indicate places where a name must be
chosen by the administrator running the
SPUFI. This set of SPUFI commands
should then be run using the SPUFI option
under the ISPF interface to DB2.

Once the DB2 database and tablespaces are
defined for the LDAP server to use, the next
step in getting the LDAP server running is to
define the LDAP server configuration file.

CONNECTIONS BETWEEN SPUFI,
THE DB2 CLI INITIALIZATION
FILE AND THE LDAP
CONFIGURATION FILE

The LDAP configuration file must be set
up using the names that defined the DB2
database and tablespaces for the LDAP
server. The LDAP configuration file is used
to specify a number of configuration
options to the LDAP server, including the
LDAP schema that will be supported by the
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; COMMON stanza
;
; The MVSDEFAULTSSID option indicates what DB2
; subsystem should be used for interacting with
; DB2 tables.  This value is installation dependent.
; It is assumed to be DSN5 for this example.
[COMMON]
MVSDEFAULTSSID=DSN5

; SUBSYSTEM stanza for DSN5 subsystem
;
; NOTE: the PLANNAME option below must match the
; plan name that was specified when running the
; DSNTIJCL batch job to create the plan.  It is
; assumed to be DSNACLI for this example.
[DSN5]
MVSATTACHTYPE=CAF
PLANNAME=DSNACLI

; DATA SOURCE stanza
;
; The DATA SOURCE name is installation dependent.
; It is assumed to be LOC1 for this example.
[LOC1]
AUTOCOMMIT=0
CONNECTTYPE=1

FIGURE 3: SAMPLE FORMAT OF THE DB2 INITIALIZATION FILE 

CREATE DATABASE LDAPDB STOGROUP STOGRP1;
CREATE LARGE TABLESPACE LDAPENT IN LDAPDB

NUMPARTS 1
USING STOGROUP STOGRP1 PRIQTY 14400 SECQTY 7200
BUFFERPOOL BP32K;

CREATE TABLESPACE LDAP4K IN LDAPDB
SEGSIZE 4
USING STOGROUP STOGRP1 PRIQTY 14400 SECQTY 7200
BUFFERPOOL BP0;

CREATE TABLESPACE LDAP32K IN LDAPDB
SEGSIZE 4
USING STOGROUP STOGRP1 PRIQTY 14400 SECQTY 7200
BUFFERPOOL BP32K;

CREATE TABLESPACE LDAPMTX IN LDAPDB
LOCKSIZE TABLESPACE
USING STOGROUP STOGRP1
BUFFERPOOL BP0;

FIGURE 4: SPUFI FOR DEFINING THE DATABASES AND TABLESPACES

DSNT253I -DSN5 DSNTBCM1 BIND OPTIONS FOR PLAN DSNACLI
NODEFER PREPARE
CACHESIZE 1024
QUALIFIER IBMUSER
CURRENTSERVER
CURRENTDATA YES
DEGREE 1
SQLRULES DB2
DISCONNECT EXPLICIT
NOREOPT VARS
KEEPDYNAMIC NO    

DSNT200I -DSN5  BIND FOR PLAN DSNACLI  SUCCESSFUL
DSN
DSN
END
READY
END

FIGURE 2: OUTPUT OF BIND JOB 
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LDAP server. Definition of the schema is
usually done using separate configuration
files or datasets. These files or datasets are
included in the configuration using the include
keyword in the LDAP configuration file.

Given the database and tablespace defini-
tions from the previous sections, the LDAP
configuration file shown in Figure 5

assumes many of the default configuration
values. Configuration values that are specific
to the installation must be chosen by the
administrator, or are based on the values
chosen in previous steps (values are under-
lined in the example configuration file). 

Once this configuration file is defined
and set up with the correct values related to

both the DB2 CLI initialization file and the
SPUFI commands used to define the database
and tablespaces to DB2, the LDAP server
can be started.

USING LDIF2DB TO PRE-LOAD
INFORMATION INTO THE LDAP
DIRECTORY

In many environments, information that
will be stored by the LDAP server using DB2
will come from a set of information already
available. Commonly, this information will be
transferred to the LDAP server in a file format
called LDAP data interchange format (LDIF).
An LDIF-formatted file contains information
that can be used to load information into the
DB2 tables managed by the LDAP server.

A separate command can be used prior
to running the LDAP server to pre-load
information into the LDAP server. The
command is called ldif2db and is found in
/usr/lpp/ldap/sbin. A symbolic link to this
program is found in /usr/sbin. The command
can also be run as a batch job.

Due to the use of blank lines in LDIF
files, these files must reside in the HFS. An
example LDIF file is shown in Figure 6.

Assuming this LDIF file is in /tmp/ldif.
toload, this information can be loaded into
the DB2 tables managed by the LDAP server
by running the following ldif2db command
(from the USS shell):

$ ldif2db -i /tmp/ldif.toload

A message indicating the number of entries
added by ldif2db will be issued at the com-
pletion of the following command:

GLD2004I ldif2db: 3 entries have been
successfully added out of 3 attempted.
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dn: o=your company, c=US
objectclass: organization
o: your company

dn: cn=admin, o=your company, c=US
objectclass: person
cn: admin
sn: admin
userpassword: secret

dn: cn=CEO Brown, o=your company, c=US
objectclass: person
cn: CEO Brown
sn: Brown

dn: cn=CIO Red, o=your company, c=US
objectclass: person
cn: CIO Red
sn: Red

FIGURE 6: AN EXAMPLE LDIF FILE

#/****************************************************************
# * Filename slapd.conf
# *
# * This file is the LDAP Server configuration file for OS/390.
# ****************************************************************/

# NOTE: if running on OS/390 V2R7.0, use the following six
#       schema definition files.
include /etc/ldap/slapd.at.conf
include /etc/ldap/slapd.oc.conf
include /etc/ldap/slapd.at.system
include /etc/ldap/slapd.oc.system
# NOTE: if using OS/390 Component Broker, uncomment the
#       following two lines to include the schema for
#       OS/390 Component Broker
#include /etc/ldap/slapd.cb.at.conf
#include /etc/ldap/slapd.cb.oc.conf

# NOTE: if running on OS/390 V2R8.0, use the following schema
#       definition files instead of the six files listed above.
#include /etc/ldap/schema.system.at
#include /etc/ldap/schema.system.oc
#include /etc/ldap/schema.user.at
#include /etc/ldap/schema.user.oc
#include /etc/ldap/schema.IBM.at
#include /etc/ldap/schema.IBM.oc

# The following adminDN option should be updated with an
# appropriate value
adminDN "cn=admin, o=your company, c=US"

maxthreads 100
maxconnections 100
waitingthreads 20

sizeLimit 500
timeLimit 3600

#######################################################################
# rdbm database definitions
#######################################################################

database rdbm GLDBRDBM

# The following options must be filled in with appropriate values
# for your DB2 setup, prior to attempting to run with the DB2 backend.

servername LOC1 # DATA SOURCE name from DSNAOINI
databasename ldapdb # DATABASE name from LDAPSPFI
dbuserid ibmuser # USERID used to run LDAPSRV
tbspaceentry ldapent # TABLESPACE name from LDAPSPFI
tbspace32k ldap32k # TABLESPACE name from LDAPSPFI
tbspace4k ldap4k # TABLESPACE name from LDAPSPFI
Tbspacemutex ldapmtx # TABLESPACE name from LDAPSPFI
dsnaoini ibmuser.ldapsrv.dsnaoini

suffix          "cn=localhost"
suffix          "o=your company, c=US"

FIGURE 5: AN EXAMPLE LDAP CONFIGURATION FILE
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To run the ldif2db operation using a batch
job, the 'LDAP.SGLDSAMP(LDIF2DB)'
sample JCL must be copied to a separate
dataset and customized. The JCL in Figure
7 represents the LDIF2DB sample modified
based on the assumed high-level qualifiers.

Once the LDIF2DB job is customized,
the job can be submitted. The same message
received upon running the ldif2db command
will now appear in the output log of the
LDIF2DB batch job, indicating how many
entries were added into the DB2 tables man-
aged by the LDAP server.

RUNNING SLAPD TO START THE
LDAP SERVER

To run the LDAP server from the USS
shell, the following command can be used:

$ slapd &

This command starts the LDAP server and
runs the server in the background. Without
command-line parameters, the LDAP server
assumes the configuration file name is
/etc/ldap/slapd.conf and that the TCP/IP
port number on which to listen for requests
should be taken from the configuration file
or taken as the default, non-secure, port
389. The slapd command is installed into
/usr/lpp/ldap/sbin and a symbolic link to it
is found in /usr/sbin.

To stop the LDAP server when running as
a background program in the USS shell,
first determine the job number by running
the jobs command as follows:

$ jobs
[1] + Running slapd &

After determining the job number (1 in the
example above), issue the following kill
command for the job:
$ kill -15 %1

The 15 in the kill command will send a
SIGTERM signal to the LDAP server pro-
gram. The LDAP server catches this signal,
stops listening for requests and terminates.

To run the LDAP server as a started task,
copy 'LDAP.SGLDSAMP(LDAPSRV)' to a
separate PDS and customize it for the system.
The JCL in Figure 8 represents the LDAPSRV
sample modified based on the high-level
qualifier for DB2 V5 being DSN510 and the
high-level qualifier for LDAP being LDAP.
The underlined words indicate places where
the LDAPSRV sample was updated.

If the customized LDAPSRV JCL is
placed in 'SYS1.PROCLIB(LDAPSRV)',

then the LDAP server can be started from
SDSF using the following command:

/s LDAPSRV

This will start the LDAP server as a started
task, based on the 'SYS1.PROCLIB(LDAP-
SRV)' JCL. To stop the LDAP server from
listening for requests and terminate, use the
following command in SDSF:

/p LDAPSRV

EXPECTED STARTUP MESSAGES

As the LDAP server starts up, a number
of messages are displayed both on the sys-

tem console and in the LDAP server output
log. These messages will indicate whether
any errors occurred during the startup of the
LDAP server. If the configuration is correct
and the LDAP server started successfully,
the following message will appear on both
the system console and the LDAP server
output log:

GLD0122I Slapd is ready for requests.

The full set of messages displayed depends
on the settings in the LDAP configuration
file. A typical set of messages issued, using
OS/390 Release 7 or OS/390 Release 8, will
be similar to what is shown in Figure 9. When

//LDIF2DB  JOB MSGCLASS=H
//*********************************************************************//
//LDIF2DB PROC REGSIZE=2048K,
//*---------------------------------------------------------------------
//* CUSTOMIZABLE SYMBOLIC PARAMETERS
//* Customize the parameters here for desired behavior.
//*---------------------------------------------------------------------
//  PARMS='',
//  GLDHLQ='LDAP',
//  OUTCLASS='A'
//LDIF2DB  EXEC PGM=GLDLD2DB,REGION=&REGSIZE,
//         PARM=('/&PARMS')
//*---------------------------------------------------------------------
//* STEPLIB must be customized based on install HLQ.
//*---------------------------------------------------------------------
//STEPLIB   DD DSN=&GLDHLQ..SGLDLNK,DISP=SHR
//*---------------------------------------------------------------------
//* DSNAOINI can be used to specify the DSNAOINI file needed for DB2.
//* If this DD is not used, the DSNAOINI setting must be in the
//* LDAP server configuration file.
//* If this DD is used, the name of the dataset must be customized
//* for the installation.
//*---------------------------------------------------------------------
//DSNAOINI DD DSN=IBMUSER.PRIVATE.DSNAOINI,DISP=SHR
//*---------------------------------------------------------------------
//* CONFIG can be used to specify the LDAP server config file.
//* If this DD is used, the name of the dataset must be customized
//* for the installation.
//*---------------------------------------------------------------------
//CONFIG   DD PATH='/etc/ldap/slapd.conf'
//*---------------------------------------------------------------------
//* ENVVAR can be used to specify any environment variables
//* If this DD is used, the name of the dataset must be customized
//* for the installation.
//*---------------------------------------------------------------------
//ENVVAR   DD DSN=IBMUSER.PRIVATE.ENVVAR,DISP=SHR
//*---------------------------------------------------------------------
//* SYSIN can be used to specify the input to this command.
//* If this DD is used, the name of the dataset must be customized
//* for the installation.
//*---------------------------------------------------------------------
//SYSIN DD PATH='/tmp/ldif.toload'
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUTCLASS
//CEEDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUTCLASS
//SYSERR DD SYSOUT=&OUTCLASS
//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUTCLASS
// PEND
//*---------------------------------------------------------------------
//GO EXEC LDIF2DB

FIGURE 7: MODIFIED LDIF2DB SAMPLE
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the LDAP server is stopped, the following
message will appear on both the system con-
sole and LDAP server output log:

GLD0004I Terminating slapd. 

At this point, the LDAP server is stopped.

SUMMARY

There are many ways in which the LDAP
server can be started and stopped on
OS/390. Depending upon your expertise
and familiarity with either the USS shell
environment or the TSO, SDSF, JCL and
started task environments, different sets of
the aforementioned invocation methods
should be used. The LDAP server can be
run on OS/390 as if it were strictly a "Unix
application" or, if the installation desires, it
can be run as a "started task."

Although this article has described the
steps required to get the LDAP server up
and running on OS/390, there are many
more advanced features of the LDAP
server on OS/390, which require more
complicated configuration. These include
the following:

◆ access to user and group information
in RACF

◆ distributed authentication using OS/390
security services

◆ setting up the LDAP server to perform
replication

◆ setting up the LDAP server in a sysplex
environment

◆ setting up access controls for informa-
tion stored in the LDAP server

◆ setting up the LDAP server to accept
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protected
sessions

◆ extending the schema defined in the
LDAP server

◆ making use of password encryption in
the LDAP server

Once the LDAP server is up and running in
the environment, these added features will
be easier to configure.

If you have found this article interesting and
would like to see future articles on other
aspects of OS/390 LDAP server configuration,
send your requests to editor@naspa.net.  
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//*************************************************************//
//LDAPSRV  PROC REGSIZE=64M,
//*----------------------------------------------------------------
//* CUSTOMIZABLE SYMBOLIC PARAMETERS
//*----------------------------------------------------------------
//  PARMS='',
//  GLDHLQ='LDAP',
//  OUTCLASS='A'
//*----------------------------------------------------------------
//GO       EXEC PGM=GLDSLAPD,REGION=&REGSIZE,TIME=1440,
//         PARM=('/&PARMS >DD:SLAPDOUT 2>&1')
//*----------------------------------------------------------------
//* STEPLIB must be customized based on install HLQ.
//*----------------------------------------------------------------
//STEPLIB DD DSN=&GLDHLQ..SGLDLNK,DISP=SHR
// DD DSN=DSN510.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR
//*--------------------------------------------------------------------
//* CONFIG can be used to specify the LDAP server config file.
//* If this DD is used, the name of the dataset must be customized
//* for the installation.
//*----------------------------------------------------------------
//CONFIG   DD PATH='/etc/ldap/slapd.conf'
//*----------------------------------------------------------------
//* ENVVAR can be used to specify any environment variables
//* If this DD is used, the name of the dataset must be customized
//* for the installation.
//*----------------------------------------------------------------
//ENVVAR   DD DSN=IBMUSER.PRIVATE.ENVVAR,DISP=SHR
//*----------------------------------------------------------------
//* DSNAOINI can be used to specify the DB2 INI file required by DB2.
//* Alternatively, this data set can also be specified in the
//* configuration file.
//* If this DD is used, the name of the dataset must be customized
//* for the installation.
//*----------------------------------------------------------------
//DSNAOINI DD DSN=IBMUSER.PRIVATE.DSNAOINI,DISP=SHR
//SLAPDOUT DD SYSOUT=&OUTCLASS
//SYSOUT  DD SYSOUT=&OUTCLASS
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUTCLASS
//CEEDUMP DD SYSOUT=&OUTCLASS
// PEND
//RUN EXEC PROC=LDAPSRV

FIGURE 8: MODIFIED LDAPSRV SAMPLE

GLD0010I Reading configuration file /etc/ldap/slapd.at.conf.
GLD0010I Reading configuration file /etc/ldap/slapd.oc.conf.
GLD0010I Reading configuration file /etc/ldap/slapd.at.system.
GLD0010I Reading configuration file /etc/ldap/slapd.oc.system.
GLD0053I Configuration read security of none.
GLD0054I Value connectionsAllowed is set to 100.
GLD2062E The LDAP program will operate in single-server mode.
GLD0002I Configuration file successfully read.
GLD0056I Non-SSL port initialized to 389.
GLD0122I Slapd is ready for requests.

FIGURE 9: A TYPICAL SET OF MESSAGES


